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The shadow l ist

“ Over the past century, literature has been rewarded by poets – from Sylvia Plath to 
Ocean Vuong – writing novels. But what happens when a novelist writes a debut poetry 
collection? The Shadow List reveals a precise, and markedly painful, narrative tension 
that is frequently attributed to fiction. Jen Sookfong Lee demonstrates all the atten-
tiveness to language and image that poetry lovers look for. And, looking at The Shadow 
List as a whole, there is a cumulative narrative-voice-driven anticipation and uncer-
tainty that propels the collection. Akin to fiction, the reader is compelled to make an 
emotional investment. Jen Sookfong Lee reminds us that meaningful, meticulously 
crafted examinations of discomfort offer rewards in any genre.” 

– Amber Dawn, author of My Art Is Killing Me and Other Poems

“ Jen Sookfong Lee’s debut poetry collection is vivid and sophisticated, a whirlwind of 
tender, anxious lines and a balm for any broken-hearted reader. Whether her subject is 
moth murder, Harry Styles, parenthood or the man who ‘never yelled. As if that makes 
a difference,’ The Shadow List is an addictive read from start to finish.” 

– Zoe Whittall, author of The Best Kind of People

“ Jen Sookfong Lee writes poems about hearts breaking and lives mending. These are the 
poetics of living in relation, in relationship and as kin. The Shadow List is poetry to wish 
the old hurts away and conjure the present for us who live and love between rays of light.” 

– Otoniya J. Okot Bitek, author of 100 Days

“ The Shadow List confronts the complex archives of the body, reminding us of our own 
impermanence. In lyrical poetry of exquisite and generous vulnerability, Jen Sookfong 
Lee defiantly bares the body in its many forms: animalistic, desiring, shunned, sur-
vived, urban, maternal, aging and – unforgettably – miraculous. Lee writes with searing 
intimacy and gripping urgency, striving always to capture the ever-fleeting now.” 

– Gillian Sze, author of Panicle
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Introduction

This is what you’ll need to understand:

Cameron Crowe is to blame for everything. 
Sunshine is an insult.
You may never learn to swim but so what?
A dog is the love of your life.
The pretty poems are dead inside.

*
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The books are the only things you have left 
behind that make sentence-by-sentence sense. You think, 

Hearts break all the time, but that doesn’t come close 
to explaining away the vomit in the toilet from crying 

then drinking and then crying again, 

or the bone-deep certainty that, when this ends, 
people will say, She was full of life, a loving friend, 

when you know it’s only half-true or maybe not even. 
You deserve punishment, self-inflicted or otherwise.

*
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The hearts you break matter less and less (this is a lie, see above).
Your greatest worry is that your son 
will grow up to be just like you.
Laundry doesn’t fold itself.
You still don’t know what doubling down means.

*
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You can shout anything you want 
through the open windows: warnings, spells, limericks. 

The wind will suck it all up, turn every wish or curse 
meaningless as they are blown into fragments, hurled 

against power lines and trees dying from the tops down. 

There is a purpose to this, of course: it is the act 
of casting them outward, of yelling so loudly that your 

body caves inward with the effort, your abdominals 
hard as stone for the first time ever. 

This is necessary. 

Without it, you would stay soft and silent, curled 
like a baby mouse in holes too small for a human thumb.

*
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Protect your child, even though you know you can’t.
Being smarter hasn’t helped much.
Stand up straight.

*
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So you will always try. There is no alternative, is there? 
You can beat at winter for weeks and weeks 

and spring will eventually arrive and you can trick 
yourself into believing it came for you. 

The sharp tips of crocuses, the dawn, the thickening light,
all because you called them into being with your rage, 

with the furious living you did in the winter dark 

(mascara like ashes, satin 
underwear, unfamiliar musk in your hair and mouth). 

This violence, this volume 
is how you will try to change what seems like fate.

*
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Fearing the outdoors keeps people alive.
Never trust the man in the long coat.

*
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Tread softly, your friends say. Be quiet. 
And you laugh because you have heard 

this your whole life, even as you cracked 
your knuckles and hurled your phone 

into a public street and combed last night’s 
sweat through your hair with grubby hands. 

Writers are supposed to be introverts. 
And you laugh even harder.

*

The hurt will fuck you up 
but you will appear fine and this, 

above all else, is your gift.


